City of Palo Alto

(ID # 4474)
Planning & Transportation Commission Staff Report

Report Type:

Meeting Date: 2/12/2014

Summary Title: Matadero Bicycle Boulevard Update
Title: Receive Update on Matadero Avenue-Margarita Avenue Bicycle
Boulevard and Forward a Recommendation to the City Council
Recommending Approval of the Project
From: Jaime Rodriguez, Chief Transportation Official
Lead Department: Planning & Community Environment
Recommendation
Staff recommends that Commission receive an update on the Matadero Avenue-Margarita
Avenue Bicycle Boulevard Project and that the Commission forward a recommendation to the
City Council recommending approval of the project.

Background
The Planning & Transportation Commission discussed the Matadero Avenue-Margarita Avenue
Bicycle Boulevard project at its November 13, 2013 meeting and requested that staff collect
additional bicycle and pedestrian-focused traffic data for the project. The original November
13, 2013 staff report for the project is provided in Attachment A.
The Matadero Avenue-Margarita Avenue Bicycle Boulevard is a recommended priority project
in the Palo Alto Bicycle & Pedestrian Transportation Plan 2012. The plan includes several
project categories including Bicycle Boulevards. This project is identified as the second highest
priority Bicycle Boulevard project behind the Park Boulevard Bicycle Boulevard project.
The City held two community outreach meetings for the Matadero Avenue-Margarita Avenue
Bicycle Boulevard project in 2013 and developed the proposed concept plan (Attachment A).
During the November 13th PTC presentation several commissioners requested additional traffic
data regarding bicycle and pedestrian usage of the street. The City collected 7-day video based
counts for bicycle-pedestrian data and mechanical tube counters for vehicle volume and speed
counts during the week of December 9th before the release of school for the Christmas Holiday.
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A summary of the data is provided in Attachment B. The data was shared with the Palo Alto
Bicycle Advisory Committee (PABAC) during their January 2014 meeting.

Discussion
Bicycle & Pedestrian Transportation Plan 2012
The Bicycle & Pedestrian Transportation Plan 2012 includes a Proposed Bikeway Network of
multi-use paths, bicycle boulevards, enhanced bikeway facilities, bicycle lane facilities, and
bicycle routes. The Proposed Bikeway Network, provided in Attachment C, is the guiding policy
document for the deployment of bicycle facilities in the City of Palo Alto.
The Bicycle & Pedestrian Plan was developed through an extensive community outreach
process that took place over 18 months. The Planning & Transportation Commission reviewed
and recommended approval of this policy level document on February 28, 2012, which was
followed by City Council approval. During the November 13th PTC meeting several
commissioners requested alternatives routes to the Matadero Avenue-Margarita Avenue
Bicycle Boulevard project. However, the location of the facility along Matadero AvenueMargarita Avenue was approved by the City Council in the adopted plan. Therefore, the project
level decision must be consistent with the policy level document.
Implementation of the plan started in 2013 with the expansion of the Park Boulevard Bicycle
Boulevard along Castilleja Avenue and Park Boulevard to Oregon Expressway. The City Council
also authorized up to $1.2M per year over five years as part of the current year Capital
Improvement Program (CIP) to help implement the plan. In 2013 the City initiated the
Matadero Avenue-Margarita Avenue Bicycle Boulevard project using in-house resources and
the Maybell Avenue Bicycle Boulevard project using consultant resources from Fehr & Peers
Transportation Consultants. The Matadero Avenue-Margarita Avenue Bicycle Boulevard project
was presented to the PTC for consideration on November 13, 2013. The Maybell Avenue
Bicycle Boulevard project is currently on-going. Several additional bicycle boulevard projects
will begin design in the Spring 2014.
Traffic Data Collection
Traffic data collection occurred during the week of December 9, 2013 using video cameras at
four locations along Matadero Avenue and Margarita Avenue to track bicycle and pedestrian
demand. Mechanical tube counters supplemented the video cameras to collect automobile
speed and volume data. The findings of the traffic counts are provided in Attachment B and
show that bicycle and pedestrian use as high at 10% of the vehicle volumes.
The data validates community input regarding faster vehicle speeds near the west end of
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Matadero Avenue and near the Josina Avenue intersection at over 30-MPH. Vehicles speeds
near the west end of Margarita Avenue were similar but along Matadero Avenue the corridor
lacks grade-separated sidewalk facilities because of the Barron Park Neighborhood Design
Guidelines. As a result, the pedestrian experience along Matadero Avenue is much different
than that on Margarita Avenue because pedestrians are forced to walk adjacent to the higher
speed vehicles. The project already proposed five speed humps along Matadero Avenue to
help reduce vehicle speeds and to improve the experience for bicyclists and pedestrians using
the corridor.
Matadero Avenue-Margarita Bicycle Boulevard
The proposed Matadero Avenue-Margarita Avenue Bicycle Boulevard project is the same as
previously proposed to the PTC in November 2013. The implementation schedule does change
though and include the following:
Phase 1 – Traffic Calming Improvements (Summer 2014)
o Speeds Humps – A total of five (5) new speed humps along Matadero Avenue
between Laguna Avenue and Whitsell Avenue.
o Speed Table – One (1) new speed table at the intersection of Matadero Avenue &
Tippawingo Street-Josina Avenue that also dubs as a raised crosswalk table for
pedestrians supplemented with pedestrian-activated flashing beacons.
o Pedestrian Refuge & Drainage at Matadero Avenue & Josina Avenue – Construction
of a new valley on Josina Avenue at the Matadero Avenue intersection to provide a
walkable surface for pedestrians. Berms will also be installed to create a refuge
space for pedestrians and dub as traffic calming tools to slow vehicles speeds
through the intersection.
Phase 2 – Bicycle Boulevard Treatment Implementation (Fall 2014)
o Bicycle Boulevard Branding and Wayfinding Signage – New signage at every
intersection corner to brand the bicycle boulevard facility and wayfinding signage to
highlight the path to points of interest.
o Greenback Sharrow Roadway Markings – Although still considered an experimental
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traffic control devices, greenback sharrow markings are proposed to highlight the
presence of bicyclists to motorists and to guide bicyclists where to position
themselves on the roadway.
o Greenback Bike Boulevard/Super Sharrow Entry Markers – Entry markers off of the El
Camino Real intersection and at each end of the bicycle boulevard to highlight the
facility to motorists and create awareness of bicycle activity.
o Crosswalk Improvements – Enhanced crosswalk markings at the Bol Park Path and
the Tippawingo Street-Josina Avenue intersections.
o Traffic Study for All-Way Stop Removal at Margarita Avenue & Orinda Street – Begin
a traffic study to determine if removal of the existing All-Way Stop at Margarita
Avenue & Orinda Street is feasible and any appropriate mitigation in its place, such
as a traffic circle.
o Park Boulevard Barrier Modifications – Minor improvement project to widen the
bicycle path entries at the traffic calming barriers at Park Blvd & Margarita Avenue
to provide a minimum 6-FT wide entry for bicyclists. Signage and markings to guide
northbound versus southbound bicyclists through the barrier will also be provided.
Phase 3 – El Camino Real Intersection Improvements (Spring 2014)
o Caltrans Project Study Report –Begin a study with Caltrans to determine the level of
improvements at the El Camino Real & Matadero Avenue-Margarita Avenue
intersection that are acceptable to the State of California. Proposed improvements
include traffic signal modifications with bicycle-focused roadway sensors,
intersection bulb-outs to reduce pedestrian crosswalk lengths, and median island
modifications to help better channelize left turning traffic at the intersection.
Phase 4 - Margarita Avenue & Orinda Street Intersection Improvement (FY2016)
o Pending the results of the Margarita Avenue & Orinda Street traffic study for the AllWay Stop removal, the community-preferred intersection improvements will be
designed and built.
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Phase 5 – Future Year Improvements (No Schedule)
o Pedestrian Bridge at Matadero Avenue & Tippawingo Street-Josina Avenue –
Proposal for a new pedestrian bridge over Barron Creek along the north side of the
intersection. This project will be recommended at future community outreach
meetings for inclusion in the next Bicycle & Pedestrian Transportation Plan Update.
Once included in the plan the project may be eligible for grant funding.
o Chimalus Drive Green Belt – This project will also be considered for future updates of
the Bicycle & Pedestrian Transportation Plan and includes a possible Class I trail
along the north edge of the Barron Park Neighborhood.
o El Camino Real & Matadero Avenue-Margarita Avenue Intersection Improvements –
Pending the results of the Caltrans Project Study Report, grant-funds will be pursued
to build the recommended study improvements.

Policy Implications
The Bicycle & Pedestrian Transportation Plan 2012 lays out the development of the Proposed
Bicycle Network. The Matadero Avenue-Margarita Avenue Bicycle Boulevard is a priority
project in the Bicycle Boulevards category.

Environmental Review
A Mitigated Negative Declaration was approved by City Councl for adoption of the Bicycle Plan
on July 9, 2012. Certain aspects of Phases 4 and 5 of the Matadero Avenue-Margarita Avenue
Bicycle Boulevard project will require environmental assessment at a later time, such as the
proposed All-Way Stop Removal at Margarita Avenue & Orinda Avenue. The El Camino Real &
Matadero Avenue-Margarita Avenue study will yield specific project recommendations for
which an environmental assessment may be required.
Attachments:


Attachment A: November 12, 2013 PTC Report - Matadero Bicycle Boulevard



Attachment B: Matadero-Margarita BB Traffic Data Summary - Dec 2013 (PDF)



Attachment C: PABP 2012 - Figure 6-1 - Proposed Bikeway Network
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ATTACHMENT A

City of Palo Alto

(ID # 4182)
Planning & Transportation Commission Staff Report

Report Type:

Meeting Date: 11/13/2013

Summary Title: Matadero Bicycle Boulevard Plan
Title: Forward a Recommendation to the City Council Recommending
Approval of Matadero Avenue-Margarita Avenue Bicycle Boulevard Project
and Phasing Plan
From: Jaime Rodriguez, Chief Transportation Official
Lead Department: Planning & Community Environment
Recommendation
Staff recommends that the Commission review and forward a recommendation to the City
Council recommending approval of the Matadero Avenue - Margarita Avenue Bicycle Boulevard
– Plan Line Concept and Implementation Phasing Plan.

Background
The Palo Alto Bicycle and Pedestrian Transportation Plan 2012 (BPTP 2012) identifies future
Bicycle Facility Types within the community. The various bicycle facility types within the plan
include:
Off-Street Facility Types


Class I Multi-Use Trails



Pedestrian Trails



Private Pathways



Across-Barrier Connections

Dedicated On-Street Facility Types


Class II Bicycle Lanes



One-Way Bicycle Lanes
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Enhanced Bikeways

Shared On-Street Facility Types


Class III Bicycle Shared Route



Bicycle Boulevards



Spot Improvement Areas

Bicycle Boulevards are identified as the preferred bicycle facility within the community due to
their use of low-volume residential streets that allow shared use with vehicles, making them
ideal for use by commuter bicyclists, student bicyclists, and recreational bicycle riders. The
BPTP 2012 recognized the importance of Bicycle Boulevards to the community and includes a
priority list of Bicycle Boulevard facilities. The Matadero Avenue-Margarita Avenue Bicycle
Boulevard is identified as the No. 2 priority Bicycle Boulevard project within the BPTP 2012
behind the Castilleja-Park Boulevard-Wilkie Way Bicycle Boulevard facility that is currently
included in an active Bicycle Boulevard Request for Proposals (RFP) for design services.
The Matadero Avenue-Margarita Avenue Bicycle Boulevard is an east-west corridor that
connects with the Castilleja-Park Avenue-Wilkie Way Bicycle Boulevard at Park Blvd &
Margarita Avenue, providing an improved bicycle facility connection to the Barron Park
neighborhood, to the Bol Park Path, Gunn High School, and ultimately the Stanford Research
Park.
City staff led the design of the Matadero Avenue-Margarita Avenue Bicycle Boulevard in-house
and held two community meetings to solicit input on the project on May 15th and September
10th. A summary of public input from both meetings is provided in Attachments A and B
respectively. The predominant factors of concern to the community as part of the project
include:


Pedestrians – Although the project is a Bicycle Boulevard project, residents expressed
strong concerns that any improvements should also benefit pedestrians as the Barron
Park Community lacks sidewalk facilities as part of preferred community architecture for
the neighborhood.



Speeding – Residents expressed interest in traffic calming measures, predominantly
speed humps, to help reduce vehicle speeds to benefit both bicyclists and pedestrians.
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Intersection Spot Improvements – Specifically at Matadero Avenue & Josina AvenueTippawingo Street to help pedestrians across the intersection, improve visibility
between motorists, and encourage speed reductions. El Camino Real & Matadero
Avenue-Margarita Avenue was another key intersection crossing of interest to the
community, but as it is within the operations and maintenance purview of the California
Department of Transportation – Caltrans, staff presented intersection improvement
concepts that can be introduced to Caltrans as part of design discussions.

The City used the community input to help develop Concept Plan Line options for the Matadero
Avenue-Margarita Avenue Bicycle Boulevard. In addition, parent comments and staff analysis
from the Barron Park Elementary School Safe Routes to School assessment were considered in
the development of the proposals. Concept Plan Lines are plan view renderings of proposed
signage, roadway marking, and civil improvement to help the public visualize improvements in
a public meeting context. The Plan Line Concepts were presented during the second
community meeting while the first public meeting focused more on educating the public about
Bicycle Boulevard facilities and strategies for use in their implementation such as traffic calming
elements.
The Community Preferred Concept Plan Line for the Matadero Avenue-Margarita Avenue
Bicycle Boulevard is provided in Attachment C. Specific elements of the plan include:
Phase 1 – Traffic Calming Implementation (Winter 2013)


Speed Humps – A total of five (5) new speed humps are proposed along Matadero
Avenue between Laguna Avenue and Whitsell Avenue. The speed humps are
approximately 8-FT wide x 3-IN tall and spaced approximately 250-FT apart.
Immediate implementation of the speed humps is recommended given the strong
community support for them and to take advantage of existing pavement construction
projects. The speed humps can be implemented over the winter if ultimately approved
by the City Council.



Speed Table – One (1) speed table at the intersection of Matadero Avenue and
Tippawingo Street-Josina Avenue is recommended to help facilitate pedestrian crossings
at the intersection. Speed Tables are larger than speed humps, 18-FT Wide x 4-IN High
and serve as a raised crosswalk location for pedestrians. This intersection was identified
as an area of strong community concern and the speed table was identified during the
second community meeting as a temporary way to help address pedestrian crossing
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concerns at the intersection; long-term treatments are discussed further in this report.


Pedestrian Refuge & Drainage at Matadero Avenue & Josina Avenue – Matadero Avenue
includes wide valley gutters that are used as pedestrian sidewalks during the Spring,
Summer, and Fall. The Barron Park Neighborhood has a preferred community design
architecture that prohibits sidewalk construction in efforts to maintain a rural
atmosphere for the neighborhood. The existing valley gutters on Matadero Avenue end
east of Josina Avenue. The Department of Public Works has an active construction
project that will be extending the valley gutter across the southeast corner of the Josina
Avenue intersection to address long-term ponding issues. The community was pleased
to hear of the planned improvements and creation of formal pedestrian refuge areas is
recommended as part of that project.
The pedestrian refuge area includes building 4-FT Long x 1-FT Wide asphalt berms to
create a waiting area for pedestrians crossing the street. The asphalt berms would be
built on both sides of the Josina Avenue intersection along with a new crosswalk to
connect them that would also connect the proposed speed table. The Palo Alto Bicycle
Advisory Committee (PABAC) has expressed concerns regarding the berms serving as
barriers or conflict elements for bicyclists. The city installed these types of berms at
Arastradero Road & Hillview Avenue-Fremont Drive in partnership with the Town of Los
Altos Hills and has seen the berms positively facilitate bicycle and pedestrian
movements while serving as traffic calming measures to force slower vehicles speed
through an intersection. An edge line leading to the berms to guide bicyclists away from
them is being provided in response to PABAC comments.

Phase 2 – Bicycle Boulevard Treatment Implementation (Spring 2014)


Bicycle Boulevard Branding and Wayfinding Signage – The BPTP 2012 identified
branding signage for Bicycle Boulevard facilities including the replacement of street
name signage along the street with custom-colored street name signage with a bicycle
logo and Entry Signage at key entry points of the boulevards.



Greenback Sharrow Roadway Markings – During the community outreach process the
city presented the concept of using Share the Roadway markings “Sharrows” along the
roadway to help guide bicyclists as to where they should ride on the street and to
continually remind motorists that they are sharing the roadway with other users,
bicyclists. Staff presented options for regular white sharrows as well as white sharrows
with a green background to make them more visible to roadway users. The community
and PABAC feedback was that greenback sharrows were preferred. A total of 30
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greenback Sharrows are proposed. Up to 14 regular white Sharrows are recommended
in intersections where bicyclists are being guided into trail entry points (Matadero
Avenue & Laguna Avenue) and at key intersections such as El Camino Real, but the El
Camino Real markings will require future approval by Caltrans.


Greenback Bike Boulevard/Super Sharrow Entry Markers – An industry standard practice
in marking Bicycle Boulevard facilities includes providing pavement stencils at key entry
points to the boulevard. Staff is recommending a green back stencil that reads, “BIKE
BLVD w an Oversized Sharrow Marking”. As there is no consistent industry-standard as
to what the stencils should say, this would be a proposed standard for use in the City of
Palo Alto. A total of four greenback entry markers are proposed, one on Margarita
Avenue & Park Blvd, two at El Camino Real entry points, and one at Matadero Avenue &
Laguna Avenue.



Crosswalk Improvements – Enhanced crosswalk markings are proposed at the Bol Park
Path crossing at Matadero Avenue with green bicycle treatments for improved visibility.
New crosswalk markings are also proposed at Matadero Avenue & Tippawingo StreetJosina Avenue.



Traffic Study for All-Way Stop Removal at Margarita Avenue & Orinda Street – One of
the key treatments in implementing a Bicycle Boulevard is the removal of barriers that
make bicyclists stop, such as stop signs. However, the removal of stop signs can have an
adverse effect to the community in the form of increased vehicle speeds if not properly
mitigated with counter-measures. During the community outreach process the removal
of the All-Way Stop at Margarita Avenue & Orinda Street was identified as key barrier
removal conflict to the Bicycle Boulevard. Staff is recommending a traffic circle as
mitigation to the All-Way Stop removal, but a traffic study is required to validate that
the All-Way Stop removal can be safely done and that the traffic circle, or another more
appropriate counter-measure, is feasible. This study will include an extensive
community outreach effort to the Ventura Park neighborhood.



Park Boulevard Barrier Modifications – PABAC expressed concerns about the
narrowness of the existing bicycle openings of the traffic calming barrier at Margarita
Avenue & Park Boulevard that restricts through vehicles on Park Boulevard. Widening
the bicycle openings to a minimum of 6-FT each along with signage and markings to
create one-way paths is recommended.

Phase 3 – El Camino Real & Matadero Avenue-Margarita Avenue Intersection Improvements
(Fiscal Year 2014-15)
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Caltrans Project Study Report – Caltrans requires the development of a Project Study
Report (PSR) for improvements within their right-of-way to help serve as a Feasibility
Study. The PSR will evaluate traffic signal modification opportunities along with
intersection improvements such as intersection bulb-outs or median island
modifications that may improve the operation of the Bicycle Boulevard without
adversely impacting roadway operations on El Camino Real. Staff prepared concept
intersection improvements in the Concept Plan Line in Attachment C that include the
consolidation of crosswalks to one crossing along with microwave bicycle detectors and
dynamic bicycle signal timing strategies at the intersection; these concepts have yet to
be shared with Caltrans.



Margarita Avenue & Orinda Street Intersection Improvements – Pending the findings of
the traffic study in Phase 2, the removal of the All-Way Stop at the intersection is
recommended along with the appropriate mitigations identified in the study. New
crosswalk markings will also be considered at the intersection.

Phase 4 – Future Year Elements
The following additional elements were identified as part of the community outreach
process as measures that may be useful in further improving bicycle-pedestrian access
through the Matadero Avenue-Margarita Avenue corridor but identified as outside of the
scope of the Bicycle Boulevard project. Staff recommends including these measures in
future versions of the Bicycle and Pedestrian Transportation Plan.


Pedestrian Bridge at Matadero Avenue & Tippawingo Street-Josina Avenue – Pedestrians
walking westbound on Matadero Avenue have no dedicated space through this
intersection. The proposed speed humps and crosswalks/speed table will improve the
pedestrian movements at the intersection but opportunities to explore a new
pedestrian bridge along the north side of the intersection over Barron Creek should be
explored through discussions with the Santa Clara Valley Water District. The pedestrian
bridge concept can also include opportunities to align the Tippawingo Street-Josina
Avenue streets to remove or reduce the current offsets which would in turn also help
address community concerns regarding visibility at the intersection.



Chimalus Drive Green Belt - There is an existing green belt along the north side of
Chimalus Drive that extends from the Bol Park Path to El Camino Real. Residents
requested that the green belt be explored as an opportunity for a new Class I BicyclePedestrian Trail. This will be considered for inclusion in future versions of the BPTP.
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El Camino Real & Matadero Avenue-Margarita Avenue Intersection Improvements Pending the recommendations of the PSR project in Phase 3, intersection improvements
consistent with community input and Caltrans approval can be considered.

Summary of Key Issues
Community Input
The key issues identified by the public at the two public meetings were 1) reducing speeding by
automobiles, 2) adding pedestrian accommodations, 3) improving visibility at
Josina/Tippawingo, and 4) improving the crossing and signal timing at El Camino Real. The
proposed Concept Plan Line in Attachment 3 addresses these four areas of concern. The
Matadero Avenue-Maybell Avenue Bicycle Boulevard treatments and phasing plan are
discussed above.
Palo Alto Bicycle Advisory Committee (PABAC) Review
PABAC reviewed the Matadero Avenue-Maybell Avenue Bicycle Boulevard Concept Plan line
monthly during its development in the summer and fall of this year. PABAC requested
additional signage and guidance for cyclists at the Park Boulevard & Margarita Avenue traffic
calming barrier and suggested that the all-way stop at Orinda and Margarita be converted to a
traffic circle. PABAC expressed concerns regarding the use of asphalt berms for pedestrian
refuge at Matadero Avenue & Josina Avenue. The Concept Plan Line for the project responds
to all of PABACs concerns.
Future Projects
As noted above, the proposed pedestrian bridge at Josina and potential realignment of the
Tippawingo Street and Josina Avenue approaches to Matadero Avenue require significant study
outside of the scope of the Bicycle Boulevard project. This project will be included in future
versions of the BPTP so that outside funding sources can be pursued along with the proposed
Chimalus Green Belt.

Policy Implications
The Bicycle and Pedestrian Transportation Plan 2012 (BPTP) lays out the development of the
Bicycle Boulevard network and prioritizes the corridors for development of these facilities.
BPTP objectives that are furthered by the development of the Matadero Avenue-Margarita
Avenue Bicycle Boulevard include:
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Objective 1: Double the rate of bicycling for both local and total work commutes by
2020 (to 15% and 5%, respectively).



Objecive 2: Convert discretionary vehicle trips into walking and bicycling trips in order to
reduce City tranportation-related greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 15% by 2020.



Objective 3: Develop a core network of shared paths, bikeways, and traffic-calmed
streets that connects business and residential districts, schools, parks, and open spaces
to promote healthy, active living.



Objective 4: Plan, construct, and maintain ‘Complete Streets’ that are safe and
accessible to all modes and people of all ages and abilities.



Objective 5: Promote efficient, sustainable, and creative use of limited public resources
through integrated design and planning.

In addition, the Comprehensive Plan goals, policies, and programs that support the development
of the Matadero-Margarita Bicycle Boulevard include:


Goal T-1: Less Reliance on Single-Occupant Vehicles



Goal T-3: Facilities, Services, and Programs the Encourage and Promote Walking and
Bicycling



Program T-19: Develop, periodically update, and implement a bicycle facilities
improvement program and a pedestrian facilities improvement program that identify
and prioritize critical pedestrian and bicycle links to parks, schools, retail centers, and
civic facilities.



Program T-22: Implement a network of bicycle boulevards, including extension of the
southern end of the Bryant Street bicycle boulevard to Mountain View.



Policy T-25: When constructing or modifying roadways, plan for usage of the roadway
space by all users, including motor vehicles, transit vehicles, bicyclists, and pedestrians.



Policy T-34: Implement traffic calming measures to slow traffic on local and collector
residential streets and prioritize these measures over congestion management. Include
traffic circles and other traffic calming devices among these measures.

Resource Impact
Phases 1 – 3 of this project will be implemented using the Capital Improvement Program (CIP)
project PL1200 (Bicycle & Pedestrian Implementation Project). Phase 4 treatments will require
inclusion into a future version of the BPTP so that resources stay focused on the current program
priorities.
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Timeline
This project is recommended for implementaiton over 3 phases with a 4th phase for Future Year
improvements with no current schedule:
Phase 1 - Traffic Calming Measures (Winter 2013)


Speed Humps



Speed Tables



Drainage and Pedestrian Refuge Improvemnts at Matadero Avenue & Josina Avenue

Phase 2 - Bicycle Boulevard Treatments (Spring 2014)


Bicycle Boulebard Branding and Wayfinding



Greenback Sharrow Roadway Markings



Key Intersection Crosswalk Improvements



Traffic Study for All-Way Stop Removal at Margarita Avenue & Orinda Street



Park Blvd Traffic Calming Barrier Modifications

Phase 3 – Near Term Improvements


El Camino Real & Matadero Avenue-Margarita Avenue PSR Study



Margarita Avenue & Orinda Street All-Way Stop Removal/Mitigiation Improvement

Phase 4 - Future Year Improvements


Pedestrian Bridge at Matadero Avenue & Tippiwingo Street-Josina Avenue



Chimalus Green Belt Trail



El Camino Real & Matadero Avenue-Margarita Avenue Improvements

Environmental Review
A Mitigated Negative Declartion was approved by City Council for the adoption of the Bicycle
Plan on July 9, 2012. Certain aspects of the Matadero Avenue-Margarita Avenue Bicycle
Boulevard Concept Plan Line, such as the All-Way Stop Removal at Margarita Avenue & Orinda
Street and the El Camino Real & Matadero Avenue-Margarita Avenue intersection project, may
require additional environmental analysis before implementation.
Attachments:
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Attachment A: Summary of Public Input at May 15, 2013 Community Meeting



Attachment B: Summary of Public Input at September 10, 2013 Community Meeting
(PDF)



Attachment C: Community Preferred Concept Plan Line for Matadero-Margarita Bicycle
Boulevard
(PDF)
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ATTACHMENT A

Bicycle Boulevard
Community Meeting
May 15, 2013
Barron Park Elementary School
City of Palo Attendees: Jaime Rodriguez, Sylvia Star‐Lack, Travis Richards
No. of Members from Public: ~38
NOTES FROM PRESENTATION QUESTION & ANSWER
Public Input/Comment/Question
What are examples of “barriers” that would be removed for a bicycle boulevard?
For the next meeting, bring volumes for other corridors, such as Barron, Los Robles, and
Kendall, to compare to the vehicular volumes provided in the presentation for Matadero.
For the next meeting, in addition to bringing volumes for various corridors, please bring
speed data for Matadero and the other corridors being used for comparison.
Bicyclists riding in packs are a concern.
Parked cars along Matadero are a concern.
Electrical poles are a concern.
Design for Matadero should consider those in wheelchairs who use the street.
The City should consider that other streets that have been converted into bicycle boulevards
have sidewalks, but there are no sidewalks on Matadero.
It was previously said that motorists make fast right‐turns from Matadero onto Josina. I think
this shows a lack of understanding of the area because a car making a fast right‐turn at that
location would flip over.
A roundabout or a rotary should be considered at Matadero/Josina/Tippawingo.
Motorists making a left‐turn from Tippawingo onto to Matadero have to creep out into the
intersection in order to see motorists coming from El Camino Real.
Consider improving the lighting on Margarita and the timing of the traffic signals.
Consider handing out hand bells for bicyclists.
Is the proposed bicycle boulevard on Matadero part of a larger transportation plan?
Consider making Matadero one‐way and pairing that with making Laguna one‐way. Consider
one‐way operation that varies by time of day.
Can the timing of the traffic signal at Margarita/Matadero/El Camino Real be adjusted? If on
Matadero, the wait for the green light is long. Also, when it comes, the green time is short.
Sometimes not all of the motorists waiting on Matadero make it through the first green.
Sometimes the short timing leads to speeding as motorists approaching El Camino Real on
Matadero see the green light and try to make it through on the green.
Regarding signal timing at Magarita/Matadero/El Camino Real, a bicyclist may not get across
El Camino before the signal turns red.
Regarding signal timing at Magarita/Matadero/El Camino Real, on the Margarita approach,
the sensors on El Camino Real are not sensitive enough to pick up bicyclists.
Pedestrians know to walk in the opposite direction of vehicular traffic on Matadero, but near
the curve at the bridge it is too dangerous to do so.
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NOTES FROM PRESENTATION QUESTION & ANSWER
Public Input/Comment/Question
Enforcement is needed for vegetation that hinders visibility.
Right‐turning motorists from Laguna onto Matadero don’t always stop. This is dangerous for
pedestrians walking on the south side of Matadero and heading west towards Laguna.
An image for dog walkers should be added to the multi‐use trail sign shown in the
presentation.
Biking on the bicycle boulevard on Bryant St is a positive thing. If that can be transferred to
Matadero, that would be a real bonus.
There is a green belt adjacent and parallel to Chimalus. Could that be converted into a bike
path?
Since the detector was reinstalled, as a bicyclist, I have not had the same trouble with being
detected that another commenter expressed. Perhaps the bicycle markings at other
intersections that show where a bicyclist can be detected should be installed.
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NOTES WRITTEN BY MEETING ATTENDEES ON EXISTING CONDITIONS AERIAL MAPS
Public Input/Comment/Question
Location on Map, if
specified
Fence at Roble Ridge Rd gets knocked down.
Roble Ridge Rd
Close this to car traffic ‐> reduce cars on Matadero = safety for all
On the Laguna Av
approach to
intersection of Laguna
Av/Matadero Av
‐Vehicle Road Block on Laguna to limit cut‐throughs
On the Laguna Av
‐
approach to
‐
intersection of Laguna
‐
Av/Matadero Av
Vehicle Road Block
On the Laguna Av
approach to
intersection of Laguna
Av/Matadero Av
Mini‐circle?
Intersection of Laguna
Av/Matadero Av
Speed table?
Marking shows a boxed
out area across
Matadero Av
connecting both sides
of Bol Park Path
Keep bicycle chicanes
North and South sides
of Bol Park Path where
it meets Matadero Av
‐Most dangerous for pedestrians! No one stops!
Southeast corner of
‐Cars turning right from Laguna onto Matadero don’t stop here,
intersection of Laguna
and the sight lines are terrible. Very dangerous for peds.
Av/Matadero Av
Cars can’t see pedestrians on corner.
Southeast corner of
intersection of Laguna
Av/Matadero Av
Tree will likely fall on bike path.
On Laguna Av, ~225’
from intersection of
Laguna Av/Matadero
Av
‐Landscaping leaves no room for parking so vehicles have to park
Two locations on north
in the street.
side of Matadero Av,
‐City right‐of‐way extends 4’ (?) beyond gutters. Can landscaping
between Chimalus Dr &
be moved back?
Tippawingo St
Conflict between vegetation causes parked cars to require
Locations on north side
everyone to walk + bike dangerously!
of Matadero Av,
between Chimalus Dr &
Tippawingo St
Speeding
On Matadero Av, east
of Chimalus Dr
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NOTES WRITTEN BY MEETING ATTENDEES ON EXISTING CONDITIONS AERIAL MAPS
Public Input/Comment/Question
Location on Map, if
specified
Consider using part of easement for passage (industrial park path
‐
to El Camino Real)
There is a green belt north of and parallel to Chimalus Dr.
‐
Add road blocks on side streets, for vehicles only, to redistribute
‐
traffic onto Matadero and Los Robles (split traffic between the
two)
Is there any way to create a ped/bike entrance to Barron School
‐
direct from Matadero? Example – Donald? St to Briones School.
Buy a narrow easement from the homes there?
‐Please get rid of the stripe (yellow lane centerline)! Put in
‐
Sharrows (Pedestrian symbol + Bicycle symbol + Sharrow) instead!
‐Yes please!
‐Speed humps on Josina to reduce speeding, including mid‐block
‐
of straight segment.
‐Yes!
‐Need a way to visually narrow Josina. Cars go super fast.
‐
Increased housing on El Camino will increase vehicle traffic
through Barron Park. Increased street light time for
Matadero/Margarita at El Camino Real.
1. Rules of the road for bicyclists
a. Education
i. Right turns from Whitsell to Matadero
don’t stop at stop sign
ii. Bicyclists wear headphones, text
iii. Single‐file riding
b. Enforcement
2. Speed control of vehicles
3. Pedestrian concerns – all times of day and night
I would support unconventional, innovative solutions, not just
‐
signage.
‐Very dangerous for pedestrians here.
Southwest side of
‐Agree!
Matadero Av’s
approach to
intersection of
Matadero Av/Josina
Av/Tippawingo St
Side hostile to pedestrians
Southwest side of
Matadero Av’s
approach to
intersection of
Matadero Av/Josina
Av/Tippawingo St
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NOTES WRITTEN BY MEETING ATTENDEES ON EXISTING CONDITIONS AERIAL MAPS
Public Input/Comment/Question
Location on Map, if
specified
Lighting needed for safety. Left from Tippawingo to Matadero is
Intersection of
Blind!
Matadero Av/Josina
Av/Tippawingo St
Need speed humps from above Tippawingo to below Josina. No
On Matadero Av, west
stop sign please.
of intersection of
Matadero Av/Josina
Av/Tippawingo St
Need safe way to walk from Tippawingo to Josina
Intersection of
Matadero Av/Josina
Av/Tippawingo St
Bad intersection. Visibility because of the curve. Cars turning left
Intersection of
from Matadero Av onto Josina Av cut corner.
Matadero Av/Josina
Av/Tippawingo St
Sight distance for left turns from Tippawingo onto Matadero is
Intersection of
poor.
Matadero Av/Josina
Av/Tippawingo St
Concerned about awareness of bicyclists (they don’t generate
Intersection of
sound), as opposed to vehicles.
Matadero Av/Josina
Av/Tippawingo St
Sign ‐> Caution, Blind intersection
Intersection of
Matadero Av/Josina
Av/Tippawingo St , on
Matadero Av, from El
Camino Real
Widen bridge on southwest and northeast corners of intersection. Intersection of
Matadero Av/Josina
Av/Tippawingo St
Add roundabout
Intersection of
Matadero Av/Josina
Av/Tippawingo St
Mini‐circle?
Intersection of Josina
Av/Matadero Av
Suggest rotary/roundabout at each intersection particularly where Intersection of
Matadero curves at Tippawingo/Josina and approaching
Matadero Av/Josina
intersections to slow traffic but allow access.
Av/Tippawingo St
If you do a rubber curb, allow slot for bikes going from Josina to
Intersection of Josina
Matadero.
Av/Matadero Av
Cars turning left from Matadero to Josina cut over the center lane Intersection of
Matadero Av/Josina
Av/Tippawingo St
Speeding cars out of their lane.
On Matadero Av,
through intersection
with Josina
Av/Tippawingo St
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NOTES WRITTEN BY MEETING ATTENDEES ON EXISTING CONDITIONS AERIAL MAPS
Public Input/Comment/Question
Location on Map, if
specified
The valley gutter does not extend to the intersection. When it
Southeast corner of
rains, this intersection is flooded. The city told the resident it
intersection of
would be fixed in 2012 or earlier. Never done.
Matadero Av/Josina
Av/Tippawingo St
Paint edge line on bridge to designate area for pedestrians
Intersection of
Matadero Av/Josina
Av/Tippawingo St ,
north side of Matadero
Av on bridge
FYI. There is a plan for a pocket park by the pump station (maybe
North side of Matadero
Public Works is owner?)
Av, east of Matadero
Av/Josina
Av/Tippawingo St
intersection
Walkway on bridge behind guard rail – provide opening between
Northeast corner of
bridge and guard rail for pedestrians.
intersection of
Matadero Av/Josina
Av/Tippawingo St
Heading north on Whitsell, visibility is poor due to vegetation on
Southwest corner of
southwest corner.
intersection of
Matadero Av/Whitsell
Av
‐Poor visibility from the shrubs.
Southwest corner of
‐Ditto.
intersection of
Matadero Av/Whitsell
Av
No parking
Southwest and
southeast corners of
intersection of
Matadero Av/Whitsell
Av
Put mirror on utility pole for motorists on Whitsell to see
North side of Matadero
Matadero traffic
Av, at intersection of
Matadero Av/Whitsell
Av
The Barron Park streets are too narrow for 2way auto traffic +on
‐
street parking, +pedestrians, +bicycles. The answer is to go with
one way streets throughout the neighborhood and restrict on‐
street, on‐gutter parking!
Fewer housing with covered garages – they no longer have cars in ‐
them! Approve carports only! This will decrease street parking,
especially in areas zoned > R1.
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NOTES WRITTEN BY MEETING ATTENDEES ON EXISTING CONDITIONS AERIAL MAPS
Public Input/Comment/Question
Location on Map, if
specified
‐Detectors for signals not sensitive enough to pick up bicycles.
On Matadero Av and
‐Ditto.
Margarita Av
approaches to
intersection at El
Camino Real
Adjust Caltrans signal timing. Shorten x‐walk w/ ped refuge
Crosswalk on north leg
maybe.
of intersection of El
Camino Real/Matadero
Av/Margarita Av
Lengthen green both for cars and bikes.
Intersection of El
Camino Real/Matadero
Av/Margarita Av
Walk signals need adjustment
Southwest corner of
intersection of El
Camino Real/Matadero
Av/Margarita Av
Ped light timed wrong.
Southwest corner of
intersection of El
Camino Real/Matadero
Av/Margarita Av
Overhead lighting.
On Matadero Av
approach to
intersection of El
Camino Real/Matadero
Av/Margarita Av
Cars overtaking bicyclists at speed, bikers invisible at twilight &
On north side of
evening.
Matadero Av, west of
intersection with El
Camino Real
Lighting is very bad on this street. Would be great to trim back
On Margarita Av, east
trees to allow more light.
of intersection with El
Camino Real
Cars coming out of this alley are a hazard to bikes.
North and south
approaches to alley
that runs parallel to El
Camino Real and
intersects Margarita Av
one block east of El
Camino
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NOTES WRITTEN BY MEETING ATTENDEES ON EXISTING CONDITIONS AERIAL MAPS
Public Input/Comment/Question
Location on Map, if
specified
Multi‐use Trail Sign:
‐
Indicate to speed‐crazed bikers that dogs on leash will be hazards
that they need to slow down for. If possible, find a way to
signal/inform dog walkers that on bikeway, leash needs to be
short and NOT to use “reel”. Many dog walkers use a “Reel” leash
that dog can walk 12‐20’ away ‐> danger for bike.
Maybe Matadero should not be a bike corridor. Re‐consider.
‐
Many cars coming and going with swim school classes all day with Swim school on north
small children crossing street. Narrow road especially with cars
side of Margarita Av
parked on both sides. Often one car has to stop to allow a car from
another direction. Many bikes already. Hard to imagine
encouraging more traffic.
Auto traffic is one lane only due to parking on both sides of street. Kendall Av, 500 Block
There is no room for pedestrians, bicycles, anything more!
‐Yes to one‐way!
‐
‐Yes!! One‐way streets
‐No one‐way streets! (Matadero resident 30 years)
‐
‐Ditto. No 1‐way.
‐Ditto.
Remove Stop on Margarita at Orinda. Add humps on Orinda, etc.
Intersection of
for the rat‐racers cutting through neighborhood.
Margarita Av/Orinda St
Drivers cut through here at high speeds. It would be nice to calm
Intersection of
traffic on Orinda and remove the stop sign on Margarita.
Margarita Av/Orinda St
Eventual connection to envisioned crossing under Caltrain Alma to At Park Blvd, off map to
reach east midtown.
the north
On street bike markings (sharrows?) green back sharrows to make Near Park Blvd
bike boulevard more obvious.
‐Many cars make an illegal left turn from Park onto Margarita
Intersection of Park
during rush hours – Very dangerous to all!
Blvd/Margarita Av
‐I second this.
Island at Margarita & Park must serve left turns from Margarita to Intersection of Park
Park safely.
Blvd/Margarita Av
Shave off corners on east side of island to facilitate left turns from Intersection of Park
Margarita to Park and from Park to Margarita.
Blvd/Margarita Av
Cyclists cannot legally turn left from Park onto Margarita or
Intersection of Park
Margarita onto Park – Please fix this!
Blvd/Margarita Av
I want to shop in Midtown, but there is no crossing for ½ mile
Intersection of Park
either way.
Blvd/Margarita Av
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ATTACHMENT B

Bicycle Boulevard
Community Meeting
September 10 2013
Barron Park Elementary School
City of Palo Attendees: Jaime Rodriguez and Sylvia Star‐Lack
No. of Members of Public: ~35
NOTES FROM PRESENTATION QUESTION & ANSWER
Public Input/Comment/Question
There was a concern about adding bike lanes to narrow streets. Staff response was that no
bicycle lanes are proposed. Bicycle Boulevards use a “Share the Road” concept as on the
Bryant Street Bicycle Boulevard.
There was an inquiry regarding surveying residents.
One resident asked if the Chimalus trail would be included in this project.
Margarita is too narrow east of ECR
Add speed humps with holes for cyclists.
Speed hump is requested for east of Josina.
Speed humps yield an average about 20‐22 miles per hour
Add to online presentation: Existing speed humps in Palo Alto
Difficult to make the left from Matadero to Josina.
Speeding westbound on Matadero makes it hard to turn left from Tippawingo.
Left turns from Josina onto Matadero are hard. Cars must pull out into the intersection.
Matadero vehicles are speeding eastbound and can hit cars coming out of Josina.
Discussion of addition of stop signs to Matadero/Josina/Tippawingo. Jaime explained why
stop signs won't work due to lack of visibility.
Concern that the Tippawingo Crosswalk is in the wrong place.
Support for all‐pedestrian signal phase. Or No Right Turn on Red (maybe flashing sign). Talk
to Caltrans about this.
Speeding on Park and Margarita is happening now, with illegal left turns onto Margarita. Ask
Enforcement to watch this.
Awkward for bikes going through the slots at Park/Margarita.
Can we put a green crosswalk at Tippawingo?
Add green‐backed bike icons in the slots in the island at Park/Margarita
Put car traffic on Fernando.
Matadero is 20.5 feet wide.
Why encouraging traffic on Matadero and not Josina, which is wider?
There will be slow traffic due to bikes.
Jaime explained that the selection of Matadero as a Bike Boulevard was part of the Bike Plan.
The city is trying to make the road useful for cyclists and pedestrians, too, not increase
capacity.
How will this deal with the increase of traffic due to new housing projects?
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NOTES WRITTEN BY MEETING ATTENDEES ON DRAFT PROPOSED CONCEPT #2 SHEETS
Public Input/Comment/Question
Location on Map, if
specified
Proposed speed hump
Concern that traffic wanting to get away from the speed
on Matadero near
humps will divert to Josina and Barron.
Chimalus
Matadero/Laguna
Cars turning right from Laguna onto Matadero barely slow

down!
Support for the intersection through‐markings at Matadero
and Laguna leading bicycles to the Bol Park Bike Path.
Re: intersection through‐markings: Do not need sharrows
here.
Also, Don't discourage turns onto Laguna. (Left turns from
Matadero onto Laguna by bicycles)
The movement from Josina to Tippawingo is blind.
Consider adding a speed hump closer to the intersection or
move it closer.
Improve visibility for left turns coming out of Tippawingo.
Add Stop sign with "Proceed with Caution" sign.
Add flashing beacon to improve proposed crosswalk
visibility.
Add a speed table to the proposed crosswalk.
Crosswalk design needs to be very visible.
Code enforcement should be alerted to the ivy growing on
the south side of Matadero, west of Josina.
Code enforcement: trim trees on south side of Matadero,
west of Josina.
Remove tree at west corner of Josina and Matadero?
Environmentalists want to remove the invasive trees there
like "Tree of Heaven" but not the natives.
Add reflectors and white paint to the AC berms at
Josina/Matadero. (seconded by another resident)
There is existing right of way for a pedestrian path along the
north side of the Matadero roadway/bridge at Josina. Add
raised asphalt to create a path now.
White sharrows are good enough for me.
Can we get rid of the stripe (center line)?
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Matadero/Laguna
Matadero/Laguna
Matadero/Laguna
Josina/Tippawingo
On Matadero at the
curve west of
Tippawingo
Tippawingo/Matadero
On Matadero at
Tippawingo
On Matadero at
Tippawingo
On Matadero at
Tippawingo
On Matadero at
Tippawingo
South side of
Matadero, west of
Josina
South side of
Matadero, west of
Josina
South side of
Matadero, west of
Josina
On Josina at Matadero
North side of the
Matadero
roadway/bridge at
Josina
General Comment
General Comment

NOTES WRITTEN BY MEETING ATTENDEES ON DRAFT PROPOSED CONCEPT #2 SHEETS
Public Input/Comment/Question
Location on Map, if
specified
On Matadero, east of
Add speed hump east of Josina on Matadero.
Josina
On
Matadero, east of
Add stop sign on Matadero east of Josina.
Josina
On Matadero, east of
Add speed bump just east of Whitsell on Matadero. Cyclists
Whitsell
turn left here heading toward La Donna to go toward Gunn.
Proposed crosswalk
Make the crosswalk across El Camino Real (ECR) a bulbous
across El Camino Real
shape to improve visibility.
(ECR)
NE corner to NW
Drawn in crosswalk from NE corner to NW corner of
corner of ECR/
ECR/Matadero/Margarita: Maybe add crosswalks to both
Matadero/ Margarita
sides of Margarita since it's all walk phase anyway.

The crosswalk between Creekside Inn and Auto Repair is
totally dark at night. Report this to Public Works.
Add: No Right on Red from 7:30am ‐ ? El Camino Southbound
may not right turn onto Margarita. [Matadero?]
Request for green bike lane on Matadero at ECR or bike
guidance/slot for bikes. Bike Box?
Add no parking to the north and south sides of Matadero just
west of El Camino Real.
Proposed new crosswalk across ECR is to the wrong corner.
Why not square the intersection?
I like the crosswalk as proposed.
I like the straight crosswalk.
Please put traffic humps on all of Margarita! Rush hour
traffic is fast and getting faster since stop at Park and
Matadero was removed, both illegal left onto Margarita and
legal right onto Park from Margarita.
There is very fast traffic on Margarita between Orinda and El
Camino. Consider traffic bump.
This traffic calming circle is good!

How will this work for all 3 modes? (Car, bike, pedestrian)
Consider adding bulb‐outs to all four corners due to
pedestrians crossing here to go to the park.
Will traffic circle slow large amount of cars making right onto
Margarita from Orinda to get to light and make left onto
ECR?
Round off the island. Make it a circle?
Can we improve left turns for bikes here?
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Crosswalk on west leg
of ECR/Matadero
ECR/Matadero
On Matadero at ECR
On Matadero at ECR
New crosswalk across
ECR
New crosswalk across
ECR
New crosswalk across
ECR
Full extent of Margarita

Margarita between
Orinda and ECR
Margarita/Orinda
Margarita/Orinda

Margarita/Orinda

Margarita/Park
Margarita/Park

NOTES WRITTEN BY MEETING ATTENDEES ON DRAFT PROPOSED CONCEPT #2 SHEETS
Public Input/Comment/Question
Location on Map, if
specified
Margarita/Park
Need enforcement for illegal left turns from Park to

Margarita. (Seconded by another resident.)
Need speed bumps to slow traffic.
Consider directing cars to travel onto Fernando, not
Margarita, from Park Blvd. from the North. Direct autos onto
Fernando and bikes onto Margarita. Maybe stoplight on El
Camino and Fernando.
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Margarita/Park
Margarita/Park

ATTACHMENT C

ATTACHMENT B
Matadero‐Margarita Bicycle Boulevard Project
Traffic Data Collection Findings

Average* Daily Traffic (ADT) Volumes and Vehicle Speeds

Bike

Ped

Vehicle

1. Laguna/Bol Park Path

369

398

902

85%
Speed
(MPH)
26.3

2. Emma Ct

146

98

1,228

31.1

73

84

852

31.5

3. Josina‐Whitsell

151

102

2,673

29.7

76

104

1,915

30.2

4. Orinda St

108

150

769

25.9

38

31

384

25.4

Average Weekday
Location

Bike

Ped

Vehicle

140

270

625

85%
Speed
(MPH)
26.4

Average Weekend

Peak Hour – Average* Traffic Volumes and Vehicle Speeds
Location

AM Peak Period
(8:00AM‐9:00AM)
Bike
Ped
Vehicle

85%
Speed
(MPH)

PM Peak Period
(5:00PM‐6:00PM)
Bike
Ped
Vehicle

85%
Speed
(MPH)

1. Laguna/Bol Park Path

59

23

99

25.7

28

22

71

26.0

2. Emma Ct

27

3

118

30.8

13

8

93

30.2

3. Josina‐Whitsell

26

6

269

29.3

13

9

208

28.4

4. Orinda St

13

7

70

27.7

6

11

97

24.4

School Release Period – Tuesday Traffic Volumes – (2:00PM – 3:00PM)
Location

School Release Period
(2:00PM – 3:00PM)
Bike
Ped
Vehicle

85%
Speed
(MPH)

1. Laguna/Bol Park Path

27

30

59

25.9

2. Emma Ct

9

1

91

31.2

3. Josina‐Whitsell

6

1

210

29.7

4. Orinda St

7

21

63

24.1

* Average data findings are the average of Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday data for weekdays and average of Saturday/Sunday for weekends.
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Map 6-1. Proposed Bikeway Network
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